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Enhanced backscattering in a converging-beam configuration
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Enhanced backscattering (EBS) is investigated for a converging-beam geometry. We find that the functional
form of the enhanced backscattering cone is preserved under a change of variables that involves the focal
length of the lens and the lens-to-sample distance. In absolute terms, the effect of the lens is that the
EBS enhancement cone is lowered in magnitude and narrowed in angle. The experimental data show good
agreement with the theory presented, even for tightly focused beams, as long as the illuminated area is larger
than the transport mean free path for the random medium.  1996 Optical Society of America
It is well known that the intensity of light multi-
ply scattered from random media is enhanced in the
backward direction. The phenomenon of enhanced
backscattering (EBS) has been described as a manifes-
tation of the weak localization of light,1 and effects of
various experimental parameters such as absorption,
finite size, interface ref lectivity, Faraday rotation, and
finite coherence length were studied.2 – 7 These re-
ports treated a plane-wave incidence, and, to the best
of our knowledge, there have been no studies of the ef-
fect of a converging-beam illumination geometry. In
this Letter we investigate the effect of the converging-
beam configuration on the line shape and magnitude
of the EBS peak, and possible applications of EBS are
suggested.

We consider a volume-scattering medium placed at
a distance d behind a lens with a focal length F $ d,
as shown in Fig. 1. In this conf iguration, photons are
injected over the illuminating area S and collected
over a larger receiving area S0. Two particular scat-
tering centers are located at rl and rm in the ran-
dom medium and are separated by a projected distance
r  jrl 2 rmjk measured along the interface. Waves
with the initial and the final wave vectors ki and kf ,
respectively, that have rl and rm as the end points of
their trajectories and that have traveled through the
same scattering centers but in reverse order, will ex-
perience a phase difference Df ~ ski 1 kf dsrl 2 rmd,
giving rise to the phenomenon of enhanced backscat-
tering. A rigorous analysis can be developed on the
basis of complex scattering amplitudes Alm of waves
incident at rl and emergent at rm.8 The far-field in-
tensity of the ref lected wave is a contribution of three
terms:
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and the third term, Iebs, expresses contributions from
the time-reversed scattering paths:
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The summation in Eq. (4) includes only those paths for
which the projection jrl 2 rmjk along the interface is
included in the illuminated area S.

When an ensemble average is taken over different
realizations of the scattering medium, the speckle term
of Eq. (3) is zero, and the angular dependence of the
ref lected wave intensity becomes
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The squared modulus of the complex scattering
amplitude jAlmj2  Pl,m represents the probability that
a photon injected at point l is emitted at point m.
The first term of Eq. (5) refers to scattering paths
that end outside the illuminated area and, therefore,
constitute time-reversed paired paths. The second
and the third terms in Eq. (5) constitute the ladder and
the cyclical contributions, respectively, of a classical
EBS description over area S.1 The first term can
then be regarded as an additional ladder term. In
a dense medium with a large number of possible
multiple-scattering channels, the three terms depicted
in Eq. (5) are proportional to the area over which they
are evaluated, and, in a continuum limit, the angular
dependence of the backscattered intensity becomes

Fig. 1. EBS experiment in a converging-beam conf igu-
ration.
 1996 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 2. Calculated EBS line shapes for various diameters
of the illuminated area and for the case of infinitely
extended plane-wave illumination.
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where q  jki 1 kf j is the momentum transfer, P srd
is the probability-density function of the separation
distance r, D is the diameter of the illuminated area
S, and the factor in front of the integral is the ratio
between the illumination and the receiving areas and
accounts for the decreased contribution of paired loops.

The angular profile of the coherent enhancement is
determined by the form of the probability P srd. In
a simple interpretation, the enhanced backscattering
is built up by random superpositions of interference
patterns generated by pairs of coherent point sources.
In this respect Eq. (4) is interpreted as a superposi-
tion of randomly oriented Young interference fringes,
corresponding to coherent sources separated by a dis-
tance r. In the converging-beam configuration the ef-
fect of the lens is to increase the apparent separation
between the coherent sources. In the configuration
of Fig. 1 the lens produces a virtual object separation
r0  rFysF 2 d d. Accordingly, the new shape of the
EBS peak is described by
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The EBS shape is preserved, provided that a vari-
able transformation q0  hq is performed, where h 
1 2 dyF . Analyzing Eq. (7), we see that the effect of
the converging-beam geometry is twofold. First, the
magnitude of the EBS cone is decreased by a multi-
plicative factor h. Second, the cone is narrowed, while
its function form is preserved. This is rigorously true
as long as the upper limit of the integral in Eq. (7)
can be considered infinite. This requirement is inher-
ently satisfied in a plane-wave geometry; but, in the
converging-beam configuration where the illumination
area is reduced, it is important to know the limit of this
approximation. We investigate the effect of illumina-
tion spot size on the EBS line shape by evaluating the
coherent enhancement

RD
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ent values of the integration limit D. For the general
case of anisotropic scattering, the distribution P srd is
obtained from the transport theory9 as a Bessel
transform:
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where l and lp are the elastic and the transport mean
free paths, respectively. In Fig. 2 the results of a nu-
merical integration of the EBS enhancement cone are
shown for Dylp  10, 7, 4 as well as for the case of
Dylp  `. As can be seen, sensible effects that de-
crease the EBS magnitude with more than 10% are
seen only for Dylp , 10. This is caused by the sup-
pression, in the present geometry, of the long scat-
tering paths. These paths contribute primarily to
the small-angle region of the EBS enhancement cone.
Similar effects are produced when scattering paths
are suppressed by absorption and finite thickness,2,3

Faraday rotation,5 and reduced coherence.6 We con-
clude that the EBS line-shape degradation attributable
to the f inite size of illuminated area S becomes impor-
tant only for small illuminated areas. For dense, solid
random media with lp of the order of several tens of
micrometers, the ratio Dylp is usually quite large, and
the finite-size effect is negligible in comparison with
the decreased-magnitude and cone-narrowing terms
of Eq. (7).

Experiments have been conducted in the geometry
presented in Fig. 1. The experimental apparatus7

includes a lens with a focal length F  50 mm and
a translation stage that permits variation of the
lens-to-sample distance d . 10 mm. Lens aperture
D0 determines the original diameter of the incident
beam and was set to 8 mm in the present experiment.
The multiple-scattering medium was a sample of
Spectralon10 material, which was rotated during the
acquisition of (typically) 50 frames. We also recorded
EBS in a plane-wave illumination geometry and
inferred a value lp

0  23 mm for the Spectralon sample.
In Fig. 3(a) semicones of coherent enhancement are

presented for various distances d. The curve labeled
d  0 mm corresponds to the case of plane-wave
illumination. Also shown, by a continuous curve, is
the theoretical dependence obtained in the diffusion
approximation9
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with q  2pylu and z0  0.7104lp for h  1 and lp 
lp
0  23 mm. As can be seen, in the case of plane-

wave illumination the intensity enhancement is close
to the ideal factor of 2 but decreases for larger d. The
same data are replotted in Fig. 3(b), with the angular
variables scaled by FysF 2 dd and the intensity values
multiplied by FysF 2 dd. All the experimental data
behave in a similar manner after scaling, showing that
the functional form of the coherent-enhancement cone
is not changed.

For a quantitative assessment of the present model
we fitted the scattered-intensity data with the form
given in Eq. (9), with h and lp as independent fitting
parameters. These results are summarized in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. (a) Coherent enhancement data corresponding to
the Spectralon sample placed at various distances d behind
a lens with F  50 mm and (b) the same data scaled as
indicated. Also shown, by the continuous curve, is the
EBS shape predicted by the diffusion approximation for
lp  lp

0  23 mm.

Fig. 4. Values of the apparent transport mean free path
as obtained by fitting the experimental EBS cones with the
theoretical dependence of Eq. (9).

The apparent transport mean free path, as inferred
from the fit, varies as expected: lp  lp

0 f50ys50 2 ddg.
This dependence is followed to d  45 mm, where the
illuminated area is just 0.8 mm in diameter because,
even for such a small area, D .. lp.

This study adds to a more comprehensive picture
of the EBS phenomenon from the viewpoint of both
its theoretical and experimental descriptions. In the
converging-beam geometry discussed here, photon
collection is made over an area that is larger than
the illuminated one, and this naturally results in a
decrease of the peak magnitude. In other words,
the ladder term corresponding to the incoherent
background is increased compared with the cyclical
term given by the time-reversed paths. We have
shown that the lens effectively magnif ies the scat-
tering mean free path and, accordingly, determines
the narrowing of the cone without altering its func-
tional dependence. We have demonstrated that, for
a random medium placed a distance d behind a lens,
the effect of the converging-beam configuration is
fully controllable and that the EBS magnitude and
angular width depend on distance d. Applications
of practical interest, such as range measurement
and location of diffusive targets, can benefit from
the present study. The converging-beam configu-
ration described here is also potentially significant
for experimental investigations of multiple-scattering
effects in random media with nonlinear-optical proper-
ties because of the increased irradiance available from
a focused beam.
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